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You've seen sonic characters save the world now see what the chao do in they sense trouble
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1 - Prologue

Chao X

This is a story based on the chao on my Sonic Adventure 2 game. I tied my best to make the chao look
like its counterpart but. Anyway each chao is very attached to it's sonic character counter part. Each one
has it's own special ability love to explore. What's gonna happen in this story find out

Prologue:

 In the chao garden a small blue chao with 3 spikey hair named Speedy is playng with his friends a red
chao named apple and a white chao named Koji. Speedy is the fastest chao in the garden and hates to
stand still, Apple can fly and is very lazy and Koji is the toughest chao in the garden also it was said that
Koji was destined to be King of the dark chao but they paid no attention to the warning until now. While
playing with their ball Koji's eye grew redder and redder then with his powerful claw slashed the ball then
he went back to normal.

"You okay Koji?' Speedy asked. "Yeah I guess." Koji said dizzily. Just then a grey chao wearing a blue
egg on it's head came in on a dark chao walker . "Eggchao!" shouted Apple, "What do you want!?" "I just
came to play with my friends" Eggchao said evily, "let's have a blast!!" Eggchao fired 2 dark missles at
them Speedy and apple maved out of the way but Koji stood still. "Koji move!!" shouted Speedy. Koji's
eye grew red again and the he took a deep breath and blew fire destroying the missles and blew up the
dark chao walker.

Koji started approaching Eggchao looking very ferocious. "This isn't over!" Eggchao running away
cowardly. "That Eggchao is a real pain in the tail." Speedy said. "Koji!" Apple said. Koji's skin grew
darker and quickly turned back to its original white color. "I can barely fight it." Koji said, "The prophecy
must be coming true!" "Well then let's stop it!" Speedy said. "Hello!" Koji said hitting Speedy in the back
of his head, "Pro-phe-cy meaning it's gonna happen as in it's impossible to stop it!" "Well we've done the



impossible before." Speedy interrupted. "There is a way to stop a dark transformation" Apple said
working on a laptop, If we can harness the power of the chaos emeralds we can cancel out the negative
energy in your body. "See what'd I tell ya'" Speedy said "Let's go get them" "What if we can't get them in
time Koji asked, "You worry too much let's go!!" Speedy said rushing out of the chao garden.



2 - The red emerald and the beast

Chao X

The red emerald and the beast

After a week of data crunching Apple found out that Koji's curse was a well known perdiction. Everyone
of Koji's ancestors has fallen victim to this curse and they must find the emeralds and get them back
together before the same fate falls upon Koji. "So Apple think you can locate the emeralds" Speedy
asked "I'm one step ahead of you Speedy, the closest chaos emerald is east of here" Apple informed
him, "Apperently it's near a mountain named Beast Mountain" "Should of seen this coming, Beast
Mountain wonder how it got its name" Koji sarcastically said.

They approached the mountain where the emerald was located, the foot of the mountain looked like
something burrowed deep inside there. "Oh boy," Apple said, "I'm getting a major reading here the
emeralds got to be close." "Come on the emeralds not going to get itself." Speedy said dashing inside.
Deeper and deeper they journeyed inside the mountain, "It's getting hot in here" Koji said. "No kiddin!"
Speedy replied, "Hey Apple what gives?" "Well two things" Apple said "One this mountain is actually a
volcano, and second, there's the emerald and Eggchao!" "Well looks like you finally got here" Eggchao
said with a grin, "And looks like I found the emerald, Ha Ha Ha!" "But before I go I got you a little
present." One of Eggchao's giant robots stomped towards them getting ready to attack."Attack!"
Eggchao yelled, The robot slammed one of it's large claws trying to crush Speedy but it missed. "O.K.
Speedy, you and Koji keep that thing busy and I'll get that emerald from Egg chao." Apple said,

Speedy and Koji dashed toward the robot in hopes of destroying it. "Ready Speedy" Koji said, "Aren't I
always" Speedy replied, Koji grabbed Speedy's hand and flung him towards the beast. Speedy curled
into ball and rammed the monster in its head. Before it hit the ground Koji ran behind it and punched
through the robot destroying it. Apple headed toward Eggchao in his chaowalker. "That's it!" Eggchao
said. He fire a large amount of missles at Apple. Apple dodged the missles and fired a grapple hook at
Eggchao's Darkwalker. "Fool!" Eggchao said firing a missle at Apple. There was no way for Aplle to
escape but just then Speedy jumped on Eggchao's Darkwalker and snatched the emerald then he
jumped on the missle and redirected it at Eggchao jumping off before it exploded.

Eggchao was about to hit the ground hard but he was caught by a pink chao. "What took you so long
Koko I almost died!" "Relax will ya'! I got here didn't I?" Koko said, "Anyway," Eggchao said "Let's head
back to the base" After the duo left Speedy, Apple, and Koji were headed toward Station Square. " I
wonder why Eggchao wanted that emerald?" Koji asked, "I don't know but we can't let him get them"
Apple said, "Well o.k.!" Speedy said next stop Station Square"
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